DENMARK

USE OF LEASED VEHICLES IN UN MISSIONS

1. ISSUE PAPER THEME: Major Equipment and Other/Cross-cutting

2. SUMMARY / BACKGROUND

UN provide fuel and POL products to P/TCC. In cases where P/TCC choose to use local rented Support Vehicles (commercial pattern) instead of bringing them to the mission, UN should still provide fuel and POL. All other expenses for the rented vehicles will be paid by P/TCC.

3. DETAILED PROPOSAL

In the case where P/TCC is allowed to bring Support Vehicles (commercial pattern), and P/TCC choose to rent vehicles UN should still provide fuel and POL products.

It is up to P/TCC to choose if they want to bring Support Vehicles or rent them in the mission. If P/TCC choose to rent vehicles, they will accept to pay all related expenses (lease, insurance, damages etc.)

The proposal can result in a saving for UN, as P/TCC will not receive reimbursement for transport and wet or dry lease.

4. PROPOSED MANUAL TEXT

Chapter 8: If P/TCC in connection with MOU negotiation choose to use rented Support Vehicles (commercial pattern), UN is only obliged to refund or deliver fuel and POL products. All other expenses are borne by P/TCC.